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Abstract: The effects of microlens aperture size on 3D imaging quality for a 5 x 5 microlens array in a light field camera
are studied by Fourier optics in consideration of pupil sizes and the locations of main lens and each lens in a microlens
array. The larger size of the lenses in the microlens array provides higher sub-aperture image resolution. The
techniques demonstrated in this paper can be useful to evaluate sub-aperture image performance in a light field
camera without requiring large computations.
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Introduction

Light Field Camera

Recently, microlens arrays (MLA) have been
adapted for a range of applications based on their tiny
size, light weight, and suitability for mass production by a
range of fabrication techniques. For instance, MLAs can
be used to concentrate light [1] for high-efficiency solar
cells. MLAs are also widely used in fiber communication
systems [2, 3], leveraging their condensed arrangements
to provide mass storage capacity. MLAs can also play an
important role in 3D cameras, also known as light field
cameras or plenoptic cameras [4-10], and the relevant
techniques can be also applied to 3D display [10]. Adding
an MLA in front of photosensor or CCD allows for the
capture of directional light field and depth of field
information. Conventional cameras only sum the total
light rays striking each point in the image and loses all
directional information. Using higher CCD resolutions and
state-of-art MLA fabrication techniques, a 3D imaging
camera based on light field optics has been
demonstrated [9]. However, photosensor image quality
depends on the microlens features, including lens size,
thickness, and material.
In this paper, we study the effects of MLA aperture
size on 3D imaging quality using Fourier transforms with
MATLAB. This technique can be easily applied without
the need of large-scale computation or complicated ray
tracing processes.

In Figure 1, the light field camera is composed of a
main lens, an MLA, and a photosensor or CCD. The
components in the figure are not drawn to scale, and the
MLA is actually smaller than the main lens.

Figure 1. Prototype illustration of a light field camera for an N x N MLA.

The MLA is placed on the imaging plane of the
main lens, with the light from the object focused by the
main lens. The MLA then sorts the rays of light for the
photosensor according to the light directions from the
main lens aperture. As shown in Figure 2, all light rays
passing through the specific sub-aperture of the main
lens are focused on the corresponding photosensor
pixels under different microlenses. Thus, each microlens
can construct an image from one of the sub-apertures in
the main lens. By extracting the related pixels for each
microlens, sub-aperture images from different fields of
view can be obtained. More detail related to the theory
of light field cameras can be found in [9, 10].
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where x and y are space coordinates of the system, k is
the wavenumber defined as 2π/λ, λ is the wavelength of
the incidence light, f is the focal length of the lens, and P
is the pupil function which is described by Equation (2):

P  x , y   1, inside the lens aperture
P  x , y   0, otherwise
Figure 2. Relationship between sub-aperture in the main lens and
photosensor for an N x N MLA.

Fourier Optics in Light Field Camera
The ray tracing method is often used to simulate
light behaviors inside light field cameras [9, 10]. The
alternative method is using Fourier optics with some
constraints. Although this proposed method cannot show
the images taken by the photosensors, the equivalent
sub-aperture images can be reconstructed from the
information of different fields of view after the MLA. In
the light field camera, the main lens system (between the
object plane and the Fourier plane) performs a Fourier
transform and the MLA system (between the Fourier
plane and the imaging plane) performs the other Fourier
transform. Suppose that the light field of the object can
be expressed as a function Ul (x, y), then the amplitude
distribution, in consideration of the pupil of the main
lens, can be shown as Equation (1):
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Using the Fresnel diffraction formula, the
distribution Uf (x, y) of the field amplitude across the
back focal plane of the main lens can be expressed by
Equation (3),
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dxdy ,

where xf and yf are spatial frequencies.
Substituting Equation (1) into Equation (3), we can
obtain
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dxdy.

Based on Fourier optics theory [11], Uf (x, y) is the
Fourier transform of Ul (x, y) in consideration of pupil
size.
The Fourier transform in the MLA is similar to that
of the main lens described above, but it needs to
consider the position and pupil size for each lens of the
MLA. Although this simulation process cannot directly
show the real light intensities captured on the
photosensors, the image information after the MLA is
technically equivalent to the image data information
obtained from the Fourier optics transformation by the
main lens and the MLA. This image information can be
used to reconstruct the object images in the field of
views with different directions.

Simulation Results and Discussions
To study the effect of the MLA lens size, we
simulate light field photographs in a simplified light field
camera system with a 5 x 5 MLA, i.e. N = 5 (Figure 2). In
this section, the aperture of the main lens is fixed at 25
mm, and the large and small lens sizes of the MLA are
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500 μm and 450 μm, respectively. For convenience, we
do not consider the effect of the focal lengths of the
main lens and the MLA on image quality. Thus, we
separate the main lens aperture into 25 sub-regions
according to the total number of microlenses, as shown
in Figure 3. Each lens in the MLA records 25 sets of light
field information from different the sub-regions of the
main lens aperture. The numbers in the cells represent
the coordinates in the main lens plane.
(a)

(-2,2)
(-2,1)
(-2,0)
(-2,-1)
(-2,-2)

(-1,2)
(0,2)
(1,2)
(-1,1)
(0,1)
(1,1)
(-1,0)
(0,0)
(1,0)
(-1,-1)
(0,-1)
(1,-1)
(-1,-2)
(0,-2)
(1,-2)
Main lens sub-aperture

(2,2)
(2,1)
(2,0)
(2,-1)
(2,-2)

Figure 3. Parameterization of the main lens.

In this paper, we consider only a 5 x 5 microlens
and a 5 x 5 field of view to demonstrate use of
constrained Fourier optics to reconstruct the
sub-aperture images following light field camera capture.
In Fig. 4, the 5 x 5 images in the different fields of view
are taken using an interval of 17 horizontal degrees from
-34° to 34° and an interval of 14 longitudinal degrees
from -28° to 28° using a traditional camera (SONY α-100).
These 2D images are used to depict the object
information in our simulations, using 25 different
perspectives to construct a 3D scene.

(b)
Figure 5. Fourier transformed images after the main lens and the MLA
for (a) large and (b) small MLA lenses.

By rearranging the locations of each sub-image of
Figure 5, the sub-aperture images of different fields of
view can be obtained and the results are as shown in
Figure 6. Comparing Figures 6(a) and 6(b), larger
microlenses in the MLA produce higher sub-aperture
image resolution because more light information from
different fields of view can be captured by the larger
aperture of each lens in the MLA.

Figure 4. Five x five images in the different fields of view taken with a
traditional camera (SONY α-100).

Figure 5 shows the Fourier transformed images
after the main lens and the MLA for large and small
microlenses. The 5 x 5 images in Figure 5 represent the
equivalent images after each MLA lens. It should be also
noted that the images in Figure 5 computed from the
Fourier optics after the main lens and the MLA are not
the images captured on the photosensors. The
sub-images in Figure 5(b) are more blurred than the
sub-images in Figure 5(a) because the smaller lenses of
the MLA act as smaller pupils to filter out high spatial
frequency information.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Sub-aperture images of different fields of view for (a) large
and (b) small MLA lenses.
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Conclusion
This paper demonstrates the effects of MLA
aperture size on 3D imaging quality for a 5 x 5 MLA using
Fourier optics in consideration of pupil sizes and
locations of the main lens and each MLA lens. Other
factors such as fabrication methods or material effects
will be taken into account in future work. Simulation
results show that larger MLA lenses provide higher
sub-aperture image resolution. This technique can be
easily applied to larger MLAs with more lenses without
requiring significant computation time. The simulation
results of this simple model can be useful to perform
quick evaluations of sub-aperture image performance in
light field cameras.
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